List of 2024 Guggenheim Fellows by Institution

Arizona State University
- Safiya Sinclair, Associate Professor of Creative Writing. Field: Poetry

Bard College
- Lotus L. Kang, Faculty, Sculpture. Field: Fine Arts

Berklee College of Music
- Yoon-Ji Lee, Assistant Professor in Composition. Field: Music Composition

Boston University
- Vivek K. Goyal, Professor and Associate Chair of Doctoral Programs, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering. Field: Engineering

Brandeis University
- Sônia Almeida, Assistant Professor of Fine Arts. Field: Fine Arts

Brown University
- Matthew Pratt Guterl, L. Herbert Ballou University Professor of Africana Studies and American Studies. Field: Intellectual & Cultural History
- Laird Hunt, Professor of Literary Arts. Field: Fiction

Bryn Mawr
- Airea D. Matthews, Associate Professor of Creative Writing. Field: Poetry

California College of the Arts
- Kim Anno, Professor. Field: Fine Arts
- Lucas Foglia, Adjunct II Professor, Graduate Fine Arts Program. Field: Photography
- Guillermo Galindo, Senior Adjunct Professor, Critical Ethnic Studies Program. Field: Fine Arts

California Institute of the Arts
- Lilli Carré, Special Faculty, Experimental Animation Program. Field: Film-Video
- Juan Pablo González, Faculty, School of Film/Video. Field: Film-Video
California State University, Fresno
- Mai Der Vang, Assistant Professor, Department of English. Field: Poetry

Carnegie Mellon University
- Katherine Hubbard, MFA Program Director, Associate Professor of Art. Field: Photography

City University of New York, College of Staten Island
- Bang Geul Han, Associate Professor. Field: Fine Arts

City University of New York, Graduate Center
- Claire Bishop, Presidential Professor, PhD Program in Art History. Field: Fine Arts Research

College for Creative Studies
- Carlos Diaz, Professor Emeritus, Department of Photography. Field: Photography

College of William and Mary
- Emily Wilcox, Associate Professor of Chinese Studies, Department of Modern Languages & Literatures. Field: Dance Studies

Columbia University in the City of New York
- Bruno Bosteels, Jesse and George Siegel Professor in the Humanities, Department of Latin American and Iberian Cultures. Field: Literary Criticism
- Adama Delphine Fawundu, Assistant Professor of Visual Arts. Field: Fine Arts
- Jack Halberstam, The David Feinson Professor of the Humanities, Department of English and Comparative Literature. Field: Theatre Arts & Performance Studies
- Nicola López, Associate Professor of Visual Arts. Field: Fine Arts

Dartmouth College
- Kui Dong, Professor of Music. Field: Music Composition
- Vievee Francis, Associate Professor of English and Creative Writing. Field: Poetry
- Laura A. Ogden, Professor of Anthropology. Field: Anthropology & Cultural Studies

Dawson College
- Antonietta Grassi, Faculty, Department of Visual Arts. Field: Fine Arts
Dickinson College

- **Amy Lynn Wlodarski**, Charles A. Dana Professor of Music. *Field: Music Research*

Emory University

- **Cassandra L. Quave**, Associate Professor of Dermatology and Human Health. *Field: Medicine & Health*

Florida State University

- **Martín Munro**, Eminent Scholar, Winthrop-King Professor of French, Department of Modern Languages and Linguistics. *Field: European & Latin American Literature*

Georgia State University

- **Jessica Elaine Blinkhorn**, Adjunct Instructor, Ernest G. Welch School of Art & Design. *Field: Fine Arts*

Hampshire College

- **Baba Hillman**, Professor Emerita of Film. *Field: Film-Video*

Harvard University

- **Kosuke Imai**, Professor of Government and of Statistics. *Field: Political Science*
- **Tiya Miles**, Michael Garvey Professor of History. *Field: Intellectual & Cultural History*
- **Tracy K. Smith**, Professor of English and of African and African American Studies. *Field: Poetry*
- **Carola Suárez-Orozco**, Professor in Residence, Harvard Graduate School of Education. *Field: Education*
- **James Wood**, Professor of the Practice of Literary Criticism. *Field: General Nonfiction*

Johns Hopkins University

- **Jenann Ismael**, William H. Miller III Professor of Philosophy. *Field: Philosophy*
- **Marc Kamionkowski**, William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor, William H. Miller III Department of Physics and Astronomy. *Field: Astronomy–Astrophysics*
Leiden University
- Jonathan A. Silk, Professor of Buddhist Studies. Field: South & Southeast Asian Studies

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Roger Philip Levy, Professor of Brain and Cognitive Sciences. Field: Neuroscience
- Tracy R. Slatyer, Professor of Physics. Field: Physics
- Martin J. Wainwright, Cecil H. Green Professor in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and Mathematics. Field: Data Science

McGill University
- Henri Darmon, Distinguished James McGill Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics. Field: Mathematics
- Jonathan Sterne, James McGill Professor of Culture and Technology, Department of Art History and Communication Studies. Field: Film, Video, & New Media Studies

Mount Holyoke College
- Mara H. Benjamin, Irene Kaplan Leiwant Professor of Jewish Studies. Field: Religion

New York University
- Alexander Nagel, Craig Hugh Smyth Professor of Fine Arts. Field: Fine Arts Research
- Julia Wolfe, Professor of Music Composition. Field: Music Composition

Northwestern University
- Mike Cloud, Associate Professor, Department of Art, Theory & Practice. Field: Fine Arts
- Nina Kraus, Hugh Knowles Professor of Communication Sciences. Field: Music Research
- Chad A. Mirkin, Professor and Director, Department of Chemistry. Field: Chemistry
- Teri W. Odom, Joan Husting Madden and William H. Madden, Jr. Professor of Chemistry. Field: Chemistry
- Krista Thompson, Mary Jane Crowe Professor of Art History. Field: Fine Arts Research
• Petia M. Vlahovska, Professor, Department of Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics. Field: Engineering

Ohio State University
• Gina Osterloh, Associate Professor of Art. Field: Photography
• Abby Zbikowski, Associate Professor of Dance. Field: Choreography

Pennsylvania State University
• Christina Snyder, McCabe Greer Professor of the American Civil War Era, Department of History. Field: U.S. History
• Amara Solari, Professor of Art History and Anthropology. Field: Fine Arts Research

Princeton University
• Angela N.H. Creager, Thomas M. Siebel Professor in the History of Science. Field: History of Science, Technology, & Economics
• Rebecca Lazier, Professor of the Practice, Lewis Center for the Arts. Field: Choreography
• Jan-Werner Müller, Roger Williams Straus Professor of Social Sciences. Field: Political Science
• Robert M. Pringle, Professor, Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology. Field: Biology
• Kim Lane Schepple, Laurence S. Rockefeller Professor of Sociology and International Affairs in the Princeton School of Public and International Affairs and the University Center for Human Values. Field: Constitutional Studies
• Anna M. Shields, Gordon Wu '58 Professor of Chinese Studies, Department of East Asian Studies. Field: East Asian Studies
• Corina E. Tarnita, Professor, Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology. Field: Biology

Rochester Institute of Technology
• Ahndraya Parlato, Dr. Ronald Francis/Mabel Francis Professor, School of Photographic Arts and Sciences. Field: Photography

Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
• Bekah Simms, Lecturer in Composition. Field: Music Composition

Rutgers University
• **Robert Kopp**, Distinguished Professor, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences. *Field: Geography & Environmental Studies*

• **Park McArthur**, Tepper Family Endowed Chair, Department of Art and Design. *Field: Fine Arts*

• **Caridad Svich**, Part-Time Lecturer, Department of English. *Field: Drama & Performance Art*

Sarah Lawrence College

• **Itziar Barrio**, Faculty. *Field: Film-Video*

School of Visual Arts

• **Itziar Barrio**, Adjunct Faculty. *Field: Film-Video*

Simon Fraser University

• **Laura U. Marks**, Grant Strate University Professor, School for the Contemporary Arts. *Field: Fine Arts Research*

Southern Methodist

• **Xi Wang**, Associate Professor of Composition/Theory. *Field: Music Composition*

Stanford University

• **Kirstin Valdez Quade**, Associate Professor of English. *Field: Fiction*

• **amara tabor-smith**, Artist in Residence. *Field: Choreography*

State University of New York, Binghamton University

• **Ariana Gerstein**, Professor, Graduate Director, Cinema Department. *Field: Film-Video*

Syracuse University

• **Thomas M. Keck**, Michael O. Sawyer Chair of Constitutional Law & Politics, Department of Political Science. *Field: Law*

The New School

• **Arthur Ou**, Associate Professor of Photography. *Field: Photography*

• **Jessica Pisano**, Professor of Politics. *Field: Political Science*

Tufts University
• Rachelle Mozman Solano, Professor of the Practice, School of the Museum of Fine Arts. Field: *Photography*

Tulane University
• Thomas Beller, Associate Professor. Field: *General Nonfiction*

University of Alabama
• Heather Cass White, Professor of English. Field: *American Literature*

University of California, Berkeley
• John Connelly, Sidney Hellman Ehrman Professor of History. Field: *European & Latin American History*
• Jennifer Redfearn, Director of the Documentary Program. Field: *Film-Video*

University of California, Irvine
• Gene Tsudik, Distinguished Professor of Computer Science. Field: *Computer Science*
• Feng Wang, Professor, Department of Sociology. Field: *Sociology*

University of California, Los Angeles
• Justin Torres, Associate Professor, Department of English. Field: *Fiction*

University of California, Riverside
• Anna Betbeze, Associate Professor, Department of Art. Field: *Fine Arts*
• Jos Charles, Visiting Creative Writing Instructor. Field: *Poetry*
• Won Ju Lim, Lecturer, Department of Art. Field: *Film-Video*

University of Cambridge
• Dániel Margócsy, Professor in the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine. Field: *History of Science, Technology, & Economics*

University of Chicago
• Sianne Ngai, Andrew W. Mellon Professor of English. Field: *Literary Criticism*
• Robyn Schiff, Professor, Department of English Language and Literature. Field: *Poetry*

University of Colorado, Boulder
• Brian A. Catlos, Professor of Religious Studies. Field: Medieval & Early Modern Studies
• Emily T. Yeh, Professor, Department of Geography. Field: Geography & Environmental Studies

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
• Alison M. Bell, Professor, Department of Evolution, Ecology and Behavior. Field: Biology
• Paul Hardin Kapp, Associate Professor, School of Architecture. Field: Architecture, Planning, & Design

University of Iowa
• Kaveh Akbar, Associate Professor, Director of the Undergraduate English and Creative Writing Major. Field: Poetry
• Jamel Brinkley, Assistant Professor, Writers Workshop. Field: Fiction

University of Kansas
• Jennifer Raff, Associate Professor of Anthropology. Field: General Nonfiction

University of Maryland, Baltimore County
• Ryan Bloom, Senior Lecturer. Field: Translation

University of Miami
• Martin Nesvig, Professor, Department of History. Field: European & Latin American History

University of Minnesota
• Lamar Peterson, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Associate Professor of Drawing and Painting. Field: Fine Arts

University of Missouri
• Utku Asuroglu, Postdoctoral Teaching Fellow in Composition. Field: Music Composition

University of Notre Dame
• Barbara Montero, Professor of Philosophy. Field: Philosophy
• Gretchen Reydams-Schils, Professor, Program of Liberal Studies. Field: Classics
• **Roy Scranton,** Associate Professor of English. *Field: Literary Criticism*

University of Oregon
• **Tarrah Krajnak,** Assistant Professor, Department of Art. *Field: Photography*

University of Pennsylvania
• **Wale Adebanwi,** Presidential Penn Compact Professor of Africana Studies, Department of Africana Studies. *Field: African Studies*
• **Deborah A. Thomas,** R. Jean Brownlee Professor of Anthropology. *Field: Anthropology & Cultural Studies*

University of South Carolina
• **Carol E. Harrison,** Professor, Department of History. *Field: Religion*

University of Southern California
• **Nicolás Lell Benavides,** Lecturer, Composition / Theory & Analysis. *Field: Music Composition*
• **Paul Newton,** Professor, Department of Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering. *Field: Applied Mathematics*

University of Texas, Austin
• **Andrew M. Riggsby,** Lucy Shoe Meritt Professor in Classics. *Field: Classics*

University of Toronto
• **Carl Knappett,** Walter Graham/Homer Thompson Chair of Aegean Prehistory. *Field: Anthropology & Cultural Studies*

University of Washington
• **Eric Steig,** Professor, Department of Earth and Space Sciences. *Field: Earth Science*

University of Wisconsin–Madison
• **Beth Nguyen,** Dorothy Draheim Professor of English. *Field: General Nonfiction*

Vanderbilt University
• **Jefferson Cowie,** James G. Stahlman Chair in American History. *Field: General Nonfiction*
Villanova University
- Vincent W. Lloyd, Professor, Department of Theology and Religious Studies. Field: Intellectual & Cultural History

Virginia Commonwealth University
- Nicholas Frankel, Professor of English. Field: Biography

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
- Joseph F. Eska, Professor, Department of English. Field: Linguistics

Wesleyan University
- Hari Krishnan, Professor, Department of Dance. Field: Choreography

Yale University
- Ned Blackhawk, Howard R. Lamar Professor of History and American Studies. Field: U.S. History
- Marta Figlerowicz, Associate Professor of Comparative Literature. Field: Literary Criticism
- Ben Hagari, Lecturer, Yale School of Art. Field: Film-Video
- Elizabeth Hinton, Professor of History, African American Studies, and Law. Field: U.S. History
- Tavia Nyong'o, William Lampson Professor of American Studies. Field: Theatre Arts & Performance Studies
- Douglas Rogers, Professor of Anthropology. Field: Anthropology & Cultural Studies
- Travis Zadeh, Professor, Department of Religious Studies. Field: Religion

York University
- Christina Sharpe, Professor, Canada Research Chair, Department of Humanities. Field: General Nonfiction